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About This Game

Space Wars is an exciting high action 2D space shooter developed in the Unity 3D engine. It is exciting in the classical sense
with power-ups, high-scores, scrolling backgrounds, and tons of enemy ships. Features include homing missiles, bubble shields,
laser beams, and many more. It is an exciting game that is challenging but also fair. It is your job to restore peace and prosperity
to galaxy X and defeat the Tyrannical Empire. Only the true heroes will prevail from this bullet hell!!!!! Instructions to play: F

key to fire weapons and arrow keys to move ship. Enjoy!!!!!
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AN AMAZING GAME

Somehow I was about to lose this "little" gem. Fortunately, Steam, for once, did his job and recommended it to me.

THE GAME

Starting the game you can choose between Leon (Magician) and Ancoran (Ranger). After a short but useful tutorial, the
prologue begins. The choices you make will influence the whole story. Little spoiler: who would not want a dragon ally?

At the end of the prologue the second phase begins, where you will be free to choose one of the four characters.

One thing I liked a lot is the alternative stories, discovering them and seeing what would have changed is really a lot of fun.

POSITIVES

- truly epic illustrations

- Music comparable to the soundtrack of a film

- History well written and full of twists

DOWNSIDES

- it's very easy to die, if you forget to use a manual rescue you're screwed

- some Steam trophies are challenging

In conclusion: The Ballad Singer is really a game to try, the experience is really good. Prepare a tea (in my case whiskey) and
admire the illustrations while the narrator tells you the story!. This game makes me Stress but I do liked to play it So much SO
ADDICTING and HARDCORE GAME !!!!. this make game more harder, chaotic, stressful.. A true masterpiece of game
development. Definitely the best of Half-Life expansion packs, but this game is HARD. This game on the easiest difficulty is
harder than Half-Life on the hardest difficulty. Be prepared for that. But it's certinaly manageable on the easiest difficulty and
worth the play because like most expansion packs from the 90's, this game is SUPER creative with the concept at hand. It
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introduces creative new weapons (You can use the ceiling-tenticles as kind of a grappling hook!), creative new enemies, and it
even introduces a new gameplay mechanic; climbing ropes, and it was handled fairly well too. The level design is also a little
different from Half-Life's. You're still in Black Mesa, but the game throws totally new areas your way that you wouldn't expect
to see in Half-Life. The new monster designs aren't quite as well done as Half-Life's (a lot more cartoony in Opposing Force),
but they're still neat and creative. Definitely worth a try.. Ich hab ein wenig in das Spiel geschnuppert und finde es bisher klasse.
Tolle Atmosph\u00e4re und gute Synchro sowie passender Soundtrack. Wer sich von r\u00e4tselhafter Story und guter
Atmosph\u00e4re leiten l\u00e4sst und nicht von riesen Entwicklerstudios ist hier an der richtigen Adresse.

So, i played for about an hour i guess and i gotta say, that it's a good game. Great atmosphere and good synchro as well as a well
chosen soundtrack. I'd recommend it to anyone who likes mysterious stories and a chilling atmosphere.. EHH um dont really
know lack of things but loads of action
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Whenever you find yourself fallen into despair and drowning in the deep black waters of grief and sorrow - Remigiusz
Michalski knows how to make things worse.

 "Devil came through here" series by Harvester Games reveal people's nature, their hidden intentions. Unwillingly, you live each
character's life what is the  best worst part of these stories: you get easily affected.

This is not a game. This is a guide to human mind. Uncouth, ugly, rotting yet blooming - just like our life is.. Do not buy. Will
not work and the company who supports it no longer exist. I was kind of less than enthused with the first GT pack they added
but because of the promise of this pack I hoped that maybe Namco Bandai would redeem itself...unfortunately this pack is kind
of worse than the first.
They added in a handful of costumes none of which are really that great or worth owning, the characters in this DLC are a bit
better in my opinion than those in the first pack but the main story missions are over in the blink of an eye leaving you feeling
less than resolved and the three added PQs do add some extra play time BUT overall this pack is over so fast you're almost left
wondering what they really added at all.
It feels fragmented, as if they chopped a full GT pack into two halves to get more money out of their customers. It's nice to see
love for GT but this isn't the way to do it. Unless you are a solid completionist and hardcore Dragon Ball fan I say skip it
because nothing in this pack enhances the game enough to warrant a $9.99 asking price.. This is a hidden gem. The developer
seems to have done a great job with doling out improvements and updates to this while working on the sequel and their work has
paid off.

Gnomes Vs. Fairies is fantastic. A fun, polished, original action adventure platformer that elicits the same feelings I had when
playing Mario, Zelda, Crash Bandicoot, or Spyro as a kid. At first glance, I thought it was more simplistic than it actually is but
learning different movement combos to enhance speed and mobility combined with the permanent game-changing powerups
really makes this a wonderful experience. The soundtrack is awesome, the level design is as open as you'd want and engaging,
and VR camera makes you feel like you're a part of the world in a way non-VR third-person platformers just can't. It's kinda
like playing with toys as a kid, only the toys are alive.

The only real criticism I have is that the HUD UI, which you don't actually ever really want\/need, is a bit buggy in that UI
elements seem to spawn and hangout well below the play area, out of sight unless you duck through objects. Really not a big
deal at all. The combat could be a bit more involved in that it leans more towards action-platformer style instead of adventure-
style, which is a bit at odds with the Zelda-style collectible powerup\/upgrade system, but it doesn't detract from the experience.

Overall, I can't recommend this game enough and I'm looking forward to the sequel.. This was long awated as a long time fan of
this series, and it was worth the wait. If you are on the fence about buying this game play the others in the series first they will
give you a good idea of what you are in for, and if you are already getting it play the others anyway they are great games aswell..
Balthasar never fails to deliver when it comes to games with intense stories and well-developed characters that pull you into their
worlds. I had high hopes for this early access and I was not disappointed. The animations are something that are kind of unique
to the world of RPG maker, at least from my experience. They were beautifully done, too. Good soundtrack choices, and the
original tracks flowed good with the scenes. I loved the pixel work, especially the sprites. These sprites had quite a bit of work
done with them and their movement flows. It's a game with very dark topics, executed very well with an intense story.
Wonderful work.. I enjoy plant games but there isn't a lot of replayability with this one. The game is short, there's a LOT of
clicking involved, there's no storyline or anything. Even the achievements only took a couple hours to get.

I wouldn't buy it unless you have some sort of need to have every plant game available on Steam.
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